Orange Grove Meeting approved a minute supporting FCNL's work around averting war with Korea, which was also approved by So Cal Quarterly Meeting:

“Led by spirit and faithful to our Quaker peace testimony, Orange Grove meeting of the religious society of Friends supports the FCNL advocacy team effort to avert war with North Korea by urging Congress to pass S 2047 and HR 4837, bills that would prevent the president from launching a preemptive attack on North Korea without the authorization of Congress. Given that our President and the leaders of North and South Korea have agreed to meet, we urge them to do so without preconditions since preconditions have been a stumbling block to past negotiations. We also support and encourage all those who were working to build bridges of understanding and trust between North and South Korea. We are call to love those who may seem to be enemies, and to find ways to turn them into our allies and friends.”